
 

Youth Upcycling CraftClub  
 

Sustainable fashion 

 

Nungus, a fashion industry fan with an entrepreneurial flair, the brand Nungus re- 
purpose second hand clothes, shirts into stylish, modern classics for kids, ages 
infant to 8-years-old. 9year till  13years .  

House4love is currently researching for collaboration and support to fund its first 
flagship store and workshop place in Ocean view.The far South. Western Cape. 

We plan for the project space to be multi-functional and modular, allowing for 
growth and collaboration with other Art forms, designers and makers in fashion, 
Music, song and dance.   

 

 We will utilizes, recycled fabric, leather scraps from factories around the western 
cape to create limited edition, refined leather goods for  crafts and design. We will 
Upcycle second hand clothes and turn into some thing brand  new. Each production 
cycle at a leather, textiles factory produces a lot of  of waste, which is typically 
downgraded to use in lower-end products or discarded into a landfill. 

 House4Love was created to intervene in this cycle of waste by recovering the 
scraps and using them to create intricate, beautifully  designed products and 
garments. 



 

 

UPCYCLING IS THE PROCESS OF CREATING 
SOMETHING NEW AND BETTER FROM OLD ITEMS.  

In contrast to reusing or recycling, upcycling uses existing materials to improve 
upon the original ones. The process requires a considerable amount of creativity 
and vision, as well as a foundation of thriftiness and environmental consciousness. 
The end result is typically a product or item that is one-of-a-kind, handmade, and 
sustainable. For instance, reusing or recycling worn T-shirts could mean that you 
use them as cleaning rags; upcycling could mean that you recreate the shirts into a 
hanndmade, unique braided 

 



UPCYCLING IS ONE OF THE MOST INNOVATIVE 
WAYS TO TRANSFORM THE FASHION INDUSTRY FOR 
THREE REASONS: 

1. It’s sustainable. Upcycling reduces clothing and textile waste by reusing 
deadstock or gently used fabric to create new garments and products. 
Making a single cotton T-shirt requires over 26.49788246  liters of water, 
whereas using a pre-existing T-shirt to make something new requires nearly 
no water. In addition, upcycling can divert some of the 85% of textile waste 
that ends up in landfills. 

2.  
3. It’s cost-effective. Similar to reducing waste, upcycling can be less 

expensive since used or pre-existing materials are typically a fraction of the 
cost of newly-made materials and textiles.  

4.  
5. It’s creative. Upcycling requires creativity to envision the potential of 

existing materials to create something new and beautiful.  


